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IRON ROOSTER – COLLEGE PARK  - NOW OPEN! 

Baltimore, MD (January 24, 2024) – After a few weeks of soft openings, Iron Rooster, a full-service 

restaurant that offers “breakfast all day,” brunch, supper and drinks has OFFICIALLY OPENED in 

College Park, Maryland. 

The new location is just steps away from the University of Maryland campus and operates out of The Hotel 
at University of Maryland and is open from 7a – 8p daily. 
 
Known for its wide-ranging menu and famous homemade Roostarts, the College Park location will offer its 

breakfast and lunch, along with comfort-style supper items to complement the restaurant’s signature all day 

breakfast concept.  The restaurant also offers FREE parking to all of its guests that park in The Hotel’s 

garage.  

“We are thrilled to finally be serving the great city of College Park and one of the premier academic 
institutions in the country, The University of Maryland” says Kyle Algaze, Managing Partner. “We are 
overwhelmed and grateful for all the excitement and buzz in these last few weeks. This is only just the 
beginning and we look forward to a wonderful partnership with the city for many years to come.” 
 
In addition, the restaurant has seating for 120+ guests and also boasts a warm and inviting full bar featuring 
signature brunch style cocktails including Mimosas and Bloody Mary’s. The operation will also focus on 
catering to not only the university, but to the local community as well.  
 
Iron Rooster has been featured on news outlets from Baltimore to D.C. and highlighted on social media by 
Ravens and Orioles stars as a favorite spot to dine. The restaurant has become a staple in the state of 
Maryland for its charitable work for the Special Olympics, Believe in Tomorrow Children’s House and 
various other community initiatives to help underserved communities.  
 
The location marks The Iron Rooster’s 4th restaurant with others thriving in Annapolis, Canton and Hunt 
Valley.  
 
Iron Rooster, established in 2014, was named as one of the Top 100 Brunch Restaurants in the Country by 
Open Table. 

 
For information about our restaurants or to make reservations, please visit  

www.iron-rooster.com. 


